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Abstract. Visual Analytics provides with a combination of automated
techniques and interactive visualizations huge analysis possibilities in
technology and innovation management. Thereby not only the use of
machine learning data mining methods plays an important role. Due to
the high interaction capabilities, it provides a more user-centered app-
roach, where users are able to manipulate the entire analysis process
and get the most valuable information. Existing Visual Analytics sys-
tems for Trend Analytics and technology and innovation management
do not really make use of this unique feature and almost neglect the
human in the analysis process. Outcomes from research in information
search, information visualization and technology management can lead
to more sophisticated Visual Analytics systems that involved the human
in the entire analysis process. We propose in this paper a new interaction
approach for Visual Analytics in technology and innovation management
with a special focus on technological trend analytics.

Keywords: Visual Analytics · Information visualization · Trend
analytics · Analysis approach · User-centered design

1 Introduction

Visual Analytics and information visualization are widely used to identify, detect
and predict early technological trends for strengthening the competitiveness of
enterprises. There exist a variety of methods for analyzing emerging or decreasing
trends and predict possible future scenarios. From the visualization point of view,
the human with his cognitive abilities plays an essential role in the analysis
process. This aspect of so called human-in-the-loop approach, is crucial for the
interaction design of every interactive visual application and in particular for
complex analytical visualizations. Interactive visualizations for trend analytics
and technology and innovation management commonly focus on processing data
and integrating algorithms for detecting trends. The interaction capabilities are
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limited and a real exploration and discovery is not supported by involving the
human in the analysis process. On one the hand there exist a number of search
and exploration approaches of interactive visualizations or in technology and
innovation management system that include humans in the analytics loop. These
systems commonly are either designed to solve general visualization tasks or
enable humans to solve trend analytics tasks without visualizations. So there
exist a gap between the given approaches coming form economics and the human-
and task-centered approaches in information visualizations and Visual Analytics.

We propose in this paper a new approach for Visual Trend Analytics that in
particular includes the economic tasks in a human-centered way by investigat-
ing the different perspectives on trend analytics. We therefore first introduce the
state-of-art in trend visualization and interactive Visual Trend Analytics. There-
after, we propose a general approach for Visual Trend Analytics that aims at
bringing together the different viewpoints of economy, analytics, search, explo-
ration, technology and innovation management with interactive visualization and
will illustrate the way how this approach was applied to Visual Analytics system
for technology and innovation management.

2 Literature Review

Current trend mining methods provide useful indications for discovering trends.
Nevertheless, the interpretation and conclusion for serious decision making still
requires the human and his knowledge acquisition abilities. Therefore, the rep-
resentation of trends is one of the most important aspects for analyzing trends.
Common approaches often include basic visualization techniques. Depending
on the concrete results, line graphs, bar charts, word clouds, frequency tables,
sparklines or histograms are utilized to impart different aspects of trends. The-
meRiver and Tiara represents thematic variations over time in a stacked graph
visualization with a temporal horizontal axis [1]. The variation of the stream
width indicates the strength of a specific topic over time [2]. ParallelTopics [3]
includes a stacked graph for visualizing topic distribution over time. Although
the system was not designed for discovering trends but rather for analyzing large
text corpora, it allows users to interactively inspect topics and their strengths
over time and thus allows the exploration of important trend indicators in the
underlying text collection. Parallel Tag Clouds (PTC) is based on multiple word
clouds that represent the contents of different facets in the document collection
[4]. Temporal facets can be used to identify the difference of certain keywords
over time and to infer the dynamics of themes in a text collection. Another exten-
sion of word clouds is SparkClouds that includes a sparkline for each word [5].
These sparklines indicate the temporal distribution of each term and allow con-
clusions about the topic trends. A user study reveals that participants are more
effective with SparkClouds compared to three other visualization techniques in
tasks related with trend discovery [5]. A similar approach [6] also includes co-
occurrence highlighting. In contrast to SparkClouds, this technique includes a
histogram for representing the temporal relevance of each tag. Additional over-
lays in the histograms show the co-occurrences over time for a selected word
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to enable a more comprehensive analysis of trend indicators. Han et al. intro-
duce with PatStream a visual trend analysis system for technology management
[7]. Their system measures similarity between pairs of patents using the cosine
metrics and extents the work of Heimerl et al [8] in particular in regards of
visualization. The evolution and structure of topics that indicates the trends
is visualized through a Streamgraph [1] using a river metaphor, it shows the
evolution of topic-specific corpus structure.

Wei et al. [9] placed word clouds onto the streams to convey the topic content
and Heimerl et al. [8] extended stream graphs to visually link topics in a scien-
tific literature corpus with the cited communities to enable a joint analysis. In
contrast to this previous works, Patstream breaks down the streams into verti-
cal time slices, which represents periods of years. These time slices are based on
their introduced concept that uses the term score, the ratio between the radia-
tive frequency of a term in the given patent collection and its relative frequency
in a general discourse reference corpus [7]. Although, their concept makes use
of term frequencies, title score and claims score [7], the most useful approach
seems to be the term score, thus it relies on a relative score and investigates
the entire document or patent corpus. Beside the main visual representation,
the stream visualization, they provide four further visual representation, such
as a scatterplot with brushing and linking [7]. The most advanced interactive
visual representation is PatStream [7]. It provides more than one view, makes
use of relative scores and co-occurrences and visualize the temporal spread of
the topics with the related categories. Furthermore, it provides a kind of process
of functionalists to support trend analysis and technology management in par-
ticular for patents. They propose a five-step approach derived from the works of
Ernst [10] and Joho et al. [11] that starts with (1) obtaining an overview of dif-
ferent technology topics in a given field, (2) identifying relevant trends according
to individual information needs, (3) evaluating the importance of technological
trends, (4) observing the behavior and productivity of different players relevant
to specific trend, and (5) spotting new technologies related to a trend.

As the literature review revealed, there are already a number Visual Analytics
systems for analyzing and visualizing trends. We could outline that existing
systems do not really make use of the huge interaction capabilities of Visual
Analytics and the human in the loop.

3 General Analysis Approach

Different approaches from information visualization, Visual Analytics, search
behavior and from the area of technology and innovation management arose to
support the analysis process in particular through visual interactive systems.
One of the main works in this area is the “Visual Information Seeking Mantra”
proposed by Shneiderman [12] with the basic principle of an interactive visual-
ization to give first an overview, then zoom and filter functionalities and then
details on demand [12]. In context of large graph-visual exploration to support
users with their degree of interest, van Ham and Perer [13] proposed a more
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bottom-up approach, starting with search, then showing the context of a certain
graph and expanding this on demand. Although, this work is proposed for large
graph exploration, the main idea can be adapted to a more user-centered app-
roach and complement the basic principle of Shneiderman in particular by the
“search” task. From the area of search and exploration, Marchionini [14] pro-
posed an exploratory search approach based on Bloom’s taxonomy [15]. With
three kinds of search activities, Lookup, Learn, and Investigate, he proposed that
the activities are overlapping and searchers may be involved in more than one
activity in parallel. Lookup is the lowest level while Learn is the next step of his
search process model, which is assigned together with Investigate as exploratory
activities. This search activity involves multiple iterations of searching and result
evaluation to enhance the knowledge about a certain domain or topic. The most
complex cognitive activity in the search process is Investigate that includes tasks
as analysis, synthesis and evaluation. This search activity includes not only find-
ing and acquiring new knowledge and information. It involves analytical tasks
such as discovering gaps in the knowledge domain. In this process of knowledge
discovery they [14,16] construct knowledge by investigating various sources and
ideas [17].

Fig. 1. General visual-interactive analysis approach for trend analytics.

From the viewpoint of technology and innovation management and trend ana-
lytics a number of processes arose that should enable strengthening the market
position of enterprises through a well-defined analytics process. In this context,
commonly patents are used as data corpus and as technology trigger. Bonino
et al. [18] proposed that the tasks pursued by patent information users can be
subdivided into the three main classes of search, analysis and monitoring. They
correlated five search tasks to three main questions of when, why and what,
and a “focus” that can be either specific or broad. Considering the introduced
works the broad-focus can be seen as exploratory search [14]. Such a correla-
tion matrix could be portfolio survey as search task, “when” is set to business
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planning, “why” to identifying the technical portfolio of different players, “what”
to patents, scientific and technical publications in a given technology area, and
the focus is broad. Analysis is subdivided according to Bonino et al. into micro-
and macro-analysis. Thereby micro-analysis involves a single (patent) document,
while macro-analysis investigates a portfolio of documents (patents in their case)
[18]. The analysis is usually performed to evaluate and assess the Intellectual
Property (IP), to map and chart the IP, to identify trends and competitors and
also to identify new areas of potential to exploit. The analysis task is there-
with pretty similar to the definition of Marchionini’s exploratory investigation
step [14]. The monitoring task is about keeping the users up to date about new
upcoming (patent) information in the specified domain of interest [18]. Joho et al.
[11] used the classification of Bonino et al. and investigated in an empirical study
beside demographic aspects, question on how search tasks are performed, which
search functionalities are perceived as important, and what the ideal (patent)
search system is. They first derived from these questions “important system
features” that were then roughly grouped into (1) query formulation, (2) result
assessment and result navigation, and (3) search management, organization and
history. Query formulation included aspects like Boolean search, query expan-
sion, field operators etc., while result assessment and result navigation focused
on highlighting, navigation and relevance score, and search management, orga-
nization and history included aspects of combining queries, search or navigation
history and timeliness. In their evaluation they could find out that users of such
analytics systems are willing to adopt and leverage functionality in contrast to
web searchers [11]. Nazemi et al. [19], proposed the following main question in
Visual Analytics systems for technology and innovation management: (1) when
have technologies or topics emerged and when established? (2) “where are the
key-players and key-locations, (3) who are the key-players, (4) what are the core-
topics (4) how will the technologies or topics evolve, and (5) which technologies
or topics are relevant for an enterprise?” [19, p. 4].

Fig. 2. Overview on macro-level: emerging trends of a certain data-set (in this example
the entire DBLP database) at a glance.
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Based on the above approaches and models, we derived a more general app-
roach for investigating the entire analysis process for visual trend analytics.
Figure 1 illustrates the four main steps of “Overview”, “Search”, “Visualiza-
tion” and “Tasks”. The first two steps of overview and search can be assigned
as the initial steps, a user is performing during the analysis process. So the first
steps are either searching for a certain term or getting an overview of the data
or the sub-set of data. The results are then visualized that enables solving differ-
ent tasks. Our approach combines more abstract tasks like analysis or discovery
with specific tasks that are commonly performed during the analysis process,
e.g. result reduction or comparison. Although, these tasks are not at the same
level of analysis or discovery, dedicated functionalities for the analysis process
are required as the introduced models showed.

4 Overview

The overview step is based on the initial work of Shneiderman [12] and aims
at giving an overview to entire data-set or a sub-set of data to gain an overall
overview of the underlying data. We integrated three overview levels according
to the work of Bonino et al. [18], namely overview on macro-level, on micro-level
and for monitoring. In trend analytics the overview on macro-level should give
an initial overview of emerging trends [20] out of the entire data base. Figure 2
illustrates such an overview on macro-level. Thereby the emerging trends gath-
ered through topic modeling is illustrated as SparkCloud [5] and the users are
able to see the most emerging trends at a glance. On the right side, other top-
ics of interest can be selected. The user can further choose an overview of the
most appeared topics in the entire data-set or the topics with the highest cli-
max. The overview on macro-level is interactive, so that the user is able to get
details-on-demand with one click on a certain SparkCloud.

Overview on micro-level in trend analytics contains the temporal spread of
topics (trends) for a certain key-term that is either searched or selected from
the macro-level overview. It gives an overview of all related topics in a temporal
manner and insights of the main technologies and approaches for a certain key-
term. Figure 3 illustrates one example of an overview on micro-level. The user
has chosen the term “Information Visualization” from the overview on macro-
level and gets the temporal spread of the related technologies and approaches
ranked based on the frequency of the topics in related documents.

For monitoring as overview, we integrated a personalized word cloud that
illustrates the most search or selected terms for a single person. Thereby a simple
user model with a bag-of-words approach is implemented and enables the user
to select the terms that wants to monitor. Figure 4 illustrates the word-cloud for
two different persons and illustrates clearly that the amount of monitored terms
can vary significantly.
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Fig. 3. Overview on micro-level: temporal spread of related topics for a single key-term
(in this example for information visualization).

Fig. 4. Overview - monitoring: personalized word-clouds of two different persons.

5 Search

Search functionalities are essential in particular if the amount of the underlying
data are large. We have integrated different search approaches to assist users
in the search process. A novel approach is the “graphical search” functionality
(see Fig. 5). Thereby the initial search term (or selected term) is visualized as a
circle in the center of the screen. Users are able to define further search terms
as “points-of-interest” (POI), whereas each POI is visualized as a small circle
with a certain color. These POIs can be dragged into the initial search circle
that illustrates the amount of results including both search terms. The graphical
search functionality further enables a nested search, so that more than two circles
can be dragged. With this action, the amount of the results is always the amount
of all nested POIs.

The assisted search was applied according to Nazemi et al. [19] and extends
the search functionalities beside traditional linguistic methods with a topic-based
approach. The approach incorporates the information of the generated topics to
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Fig. 5. Search - graphical search: the initial search-term is represented as a circle,
users can define further search terms and drag them into the initial search-term to get
a nested number of combined search.

enhance search-terms from the query. The topics provide N-Grams, which are
the most used phrases within each topic. These phrases often represent different
ways to articulate the idea of the topic and consequently can be used as a key
phrase to represent the topic. We use data from the phrases and choose the
top five most used phrases as additional search-terms to extend the result set.
Based on the initial users’ search the most dominant topic in the result set is
identified. In the next step, semantically similar phrases are extracted based on
the identified dominant topic. Additional searches are performed by the system
using the semantically similar phrases as search-terms. The functionality can be
activated with one click on top next to the search field. The advanced search
is detecting automatically all data rows in the database and provides dedicated
search in those tables.

6 Visualization

We integrated a set of different visualizations in particular to respond to the
questions according to Nazemi et al. [19]: (1) when have technologies or topics
emerged and when established? (2) “where are the key-players and key-locations,
(3) who are the key-players, (4) what are the core-topics (4) how will the tech-
nologies or topics evolve, and (5) which technologies or topics are relevant for
an enterprise?” [19, p. 4]. To address these questions, we integrated different
data models that are the foundation of the underlying visual structures. The
visualizations are automatically detecting the data model and visualize the data
in appropriate manner. A semantic data model serves as the primary model
for all other data models. The visualization step includes a set of temporal, geo-
graphical, semantic and topic (weights) visual layouts that are all interactive and
enable solving different tasks. A simple list-view is added to select single entities.
Figure 6 illustrates examples of the integrated visualizations that lead to solve
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different analytical tasks. The visualizations can be used as single interactive
visual interface or be combined in dashboards.

Fig. 6. Visualization: examples of integrated temporal, geographical, semantic, weight
and list visualizations.

7 Tasks

The visualizations and the overall user interface enables user to solve different
tasks. The tasks vary in every domain and is strongly dependent to the users of
a visual system. The analysis tasks in our approach responds mainly to the ques-
tions according to Nazemi et al. [19] (see Sect. 6). Whereas aspects of predicting
technologies, detecting emerging trends [20] and strengthening the market posi-
tion of enterprises plays an essential role. The analysis tasks incorporates solving
a complex analytical task with a specific goal in order to strengthen the poten-
tials of an enterprise or other institution. The discovery tasks aims at detecting
unexpected patterns, topics, technologies or correlations in data. This tasks can
be best supported by aspect-oriented visualizations, where the user gets insights
from different perspectives and detects a new correlation. Result reduction as
first main task is essential for every research task, e.g. researching for related
technologies or competitors. To support this tasks, we integrated a dynamic
faceting that is further supported by each of the visual layouts. So the user can
explore starting a huge amount of data related to a certain field and reduce the
amounts based on his requirements.
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Fig. 7. Tasks: result reduction.

Figure 7 illustrates the user interface of our application including the faceting
and visual reduction. The user started with a search-term with about 60,000
results (top left of the screen). He used the graphical search, faceting and visual
interactions to reduce the amount to only six relevant papers and chose four
visualization to see the results. The faceting is visualized on left and the result
reduction is on top (highlighted with a blue rectangle).

The comparison as second main task can be performed on two different lev-
els: Comparison on data-subset with two same visual layouts or comparison of
different databases. This differentiation is similar to the proposed micro-level
and macro-level overview. Based on the requirements, a user is able to set up a
campaign and compare the entire data stored in different database. This way of
comparison enable to compare for example enterprise data with scientific pub-
lications and see the results at a glance. Figure 8 illustrates a comparison on
macro-level through different databases and the visual layout is a macro-level
overview too, so that he is able to see the emerging trends in two different
databases.
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Fig. 8. Tasks: comparison on macro-level by using macro-level overview visual layouts.

8 Conclusion

We proposed in this paper an approach for Visual Trend Analytics that included
the economic tasks in a human-centered way. We therefore first introduced the
state-of-art in trend visualization and interactive visual trend analytics. There-
after, we proposed a general approach for visual trend analytics that aimed at
bringing together the different viewpoints of economy, analytics, search, explo-
ration, technology and innovation management with interactive visualization. In
this context the different approaches was be described let us derive a general
approach for Visual Analytics in technology and innovation management. We
applied and illustrated each step of our approach with a Visual Analytics sys-
tem for technology and innovation management with two main contributions: a
general approach that brings the different viewpoints together to enhance the
state-of-the-art in visual trend analytics and the application of the approach to
a complex Visual Analytics system for detecting early trends in technology an
innovation management.
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